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Abstract:
The article presents information on a study 
which demonstrated that IT investments 
alone cannot by themselves ensure that all 
key business goals are met, but can instead 
be gained by implementing a set of 
interlocking business practices and 
processes called IT savvy. 

IT Savvy

Definition:
IT savvy refers to the planned, 
ongoing use of a set of interlocking 
business practices and competencies 
that collectively derive superior 
value from IT investments. 

Impact:
In this study of 147companies over 
five years, the author found that the 
impact of IT savvy is substantial. 

The goal of this article is to 
introduce the concept of IT 

savvy in order to reframe the 
discussion about the business 

value of IT.
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Presentation Notes
Although IT portfolio management has been a best practice for sometime now, many companies are still getting returns from IT investments that are below their potential. New studies show that a measurable premium can be gained by implementing a set of interlocking business practices and processes, collectively called IT savvy.A primary objective of this article is to show that IT invest-ments alone, even using the much-heralded IT portfolioapproach, cannot by themselves ensure that all key business goalsare met. Our research shows that a measurable bottom line pre-mium for every IT dollar invested is achieved by companies with a mutually reinforcing set of practices and capabilities that wecall IT savvy.For example, for each dollar invested in IT infrastructure, companies with high IT savvy have higher net profits in the year after the investment than does the average company. Those with low IT savvy have, on the other hand, substantially lower net profits in the following year (con-trolling for many other factors).Then, we have developed a definition that describes the core attributes while preserving the “street smarts” sense of the term. To us — and in conversation with the business executives with whom we work regularly — IT savvy refers to the planned, ongoing use of a set of interlocking business practices and competencies that collectively derive superior value from IT investments. For companies like 7-Eleven Japan, IT savvy is ingrained, informing almost all of the company’s busi-ness decisions and sharply focusing its IT investments. The goal of this article is to introduce the concept of IT savvy in order to reframe the discussion about the business value of IT. We first review the different IT assets in which companies invest before discussing the gap in IT investment returns that separates those with IT savvy from those without.



Considering IT Investments 
as a Portfolio

 The research identified four broad 
classifications of IT investments

 Each type of investment 
represents a different IT asset 
class with its own unique risk-
return profile

 IT portfolio must be balanced so 
that it is constantly aligned with 
business strategy and provides 
the appropriate combination of 
short and long term payoff. 
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We first review the different IT assets in which companies invest before discussing the gap in IT investment returns that separates those with IT savvy from those without. IT portfolio management is an increasingly common way to help management teams match IT investments to strategic objectives. Our research identified four broad classifications of IT investments: transactional, informational, strategic and infrastructure.



Different IT Assets Deliver 
Different Value

 Each asset class is linked to 
different types of business 
value

 Although the top performers 
have IT portfolio allocations 
similar to the average 
company’s, collectively they 
spend 4% more on IT as a 
percentage of net sales. But 
the differences within specific 
industries are striking
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The up and down arrows gauge the average changes in profitability, innovation and market value the year after an IT investment is made. For example, companies that invest more heavily than their competitors in transactional IT have lower costs.Similar evidence applies to the other IT asset classes. Compa-nies such as 7-Eleven Japan that invest more heavily in informa-tional IT have higher quality and larger margins (net profits perdollar of sales). Strategic IT investments help spur innovationand thus position an organization for growth. For example, Van-guard.com, the Web site of the mutual funds firm, has a cus-tomized, password-protected portfolio analysis tool that offerssophisticated calculations, including comparisons of investors’current asset allocations versus long-term goals.



Companywide IT Savvy 
Affects Performance

The research assessed each company’s relative IT savvy by cataloging its practices, processes 
and capabilities. As indicated above, across all four IT asset classes, companies with high IT 
savvy achieved higher performance from each IT dollar invested..
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The Five 
Characteristics 
of IT Savvy

Companies with high IT savvy 
have developed five mutually 
reinforcing characteristics.

The first three are practices 
related to IT use and the last two 
are competencies needed for high 
IT savvy.



Ways to Extract 
More Business 
Value From Your IT 
Portfolio

 Identify the current and previous year’s IT portfolios.

 Understand IT asset class performance and benchmarks for your 

business.

 Understand and track your organization’s IT savvy

 Balance the portfolio for alignment and risk-return profile and 

ensure that the process is transparent.

 Re-weight portfolios annually and whenever major changes 

occur.

 Incorporate the IT portfolio approach into the IT governance 

framework.

 Learn from post-implementation reviews and formal training.
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